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Migration: globalized but impeded

Introduction

This second edition of the Atlas on asylum and immigration
policies in the European Union cannot ignore the dramatic
events that have taken place at its borders, on a daily basis,
throughout 2012. Each year hundreds of migrants die,
through drowning or exhaustion, stranded at sea on
overcrowded and ill-equipped vessels. Migrants fleeing
countries in crisis or at war are unable to use legal routes, as
a result of tightened surveillance of European borders,
especially to the south and east. International law is often
applied restrictively, or not applied at all. The beginning of the
21st century, marked by the global economic crisis, has brought
little hope of improvement: policy makers, lacking solutions,
promote the militarization of borders and the reinforcement of controls. This hostile climate is illustrated by mass
arrests of immigrants in the streets of Athens and Rabat, as
well as declarations made by political leaders, across Europe
and neighbouring States, on the “dangers” presented by
immigration.
For the past 10 years, the Migreurop network has been
closely following this tragic demonstration of the selfish
approach of European States to the movement of migrants
and has regularly alerted EU bodies to violations of migrants’
human rights. The fieldwork on which this publication is based
has enabled us to discover, measure and comprehend the
factors that have marked European asylum and immigration
policies since the 1980s. For example, increasing obstacles
to obtaining “Schengen” visas from consulates; tightened
controls at internal and external borders and their relocation
to neighbouring countries, including Libya, Turkey and
Ukraine; the creation of the European agency Frontex and the
gradual increase in operations aimed at intercepting “illegal”
migrants; the construction of walls, as in the Spanish enclaves
of Ceuta and Melilla in northern Morocco and along the Evros
River in the northeast of Greece; the multiplication of means
of detaining migrants; the regular organization of “charter”

flights for deportations; and the marked reduction in the
exercise of the right to asylum. All these processes create ever
greater obstacles to legal immigration into EU territory.
The measures taken by European States to control migratory
flows do not operate independently: they are linked by various
mechanisms, with detention centres playing a pivotal role.
Frontex, which co-ordinates surveillance operations at the
EU’s external borders and organizes joint flights for deportees
(euphemistically referred to as “joint returns operations”), is
also in charge of establishing links between various control
units. The same applies to computer networks such as the Visa
Information System (Vis), the Schengen Information System
(Sis) and Eurodac.
Thus, in response to a supposed “migratory risk”, the
European border system follows an increasingly reticular
pattern, with the establishment of surveillance measures all
along the routes taken by potential migrants. These developments are causing the conventional border model to be called
into question. The combination of various methods of control
sometimes makes us forget this, while allowing the EU to drive
forward its networking logic on a large scale.
This publication is structured around four main themes:
■■ Migration: globalized but impeded
■■ Controlling international migration: towards greater protectionism?
■■ Detention at the heart of asylum and immigration policies
■■ Impact on departure and transit areas
On each theme, the Atlas brings together texts, maps,
charts, graphics and photographs in an attempt to change
the way borders are traditionally represented, to contribute
to an understanding of the displacement and externalization
of controls, to reveal the infrastructure established to serve
European migration policies and to illustrate the deployment
of security measures around migration, based on observations
in Europe and beyond.

Demonstration demanding the closure of the detention
centre in Madrid, Spain, November 2010.
Photo: Olmo Calvo Rodriguez
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A critical chronology of European migration policies
Universal Declaration of Human Rights

First agreement with a third
country on readmission

“Everyone has the right to leave any country, including
his own, and to return to his country. (...) Everyone has
the right to seek and to enjoy in other countries asylum
from persecution.”

The countries of the Schengen Area
sign an agreement with Poland on
readmission.

Denmark asks the United Nations
to develop text permitting the
creation of camps in states close
to crisis regions to process
applications for asylum.

The Convention relating to
the Status of Refugees

Meeting of the interior ministers
of the 12 member states of the
European Economic Community.

LEGAL FRAMEWORK
Conclusion of the UNHCR Executive
Committee

Resolutions to harmonize
asylum and immigration
policies

Free movement of “people”
(this term implicitly refers
only to European citizens)

New York Protocol

Adoption by the UNHCR
Executive Committee of
the concept of “first
Schengen Agreecountry of asylum”
ment between five (40th session)

Rome Treaty

- Internal “Schengen”
Area of free movement
- Adjournment of external
border controls

Extension of the right of asylum

- Creation of six-country EEC
- Freedom of movement for
workers

1951

1957

1967

Decision on
“internal asylum”

Directives, regulations, resolutions (meetings)

Establishing that a single
European state is responsible
for an asylum application (to
avoid “asylum shopping”)

The EU postpones
the total suppression
of border controls.

Schengen Convention

1989

1990 1991 1992

The immigration and asylum bloc switches from
inter-governmental co-operation to developing
common EU policies over five years.

Setting common norms by 2004
on:
- asylum
- the movement of people
- the integration of migrants
(The 2nd goal will soon become
dominant: that is, border controls)

Amsterdam

Implementation of the “Community
preference” in employment, unless there
are contrasting sectoral needs or
economic junctures

Tampere

Dublin Convention

comes into force

Decision on “internal
asylum”

Keeping refugees in “safe
regions” of their own countries

1

1993

1994

1995

Fall of the
Berlin Wall

Events

Events

1997

1996

1998

Total suppression of
border controls is
announced for
1993.
The thorny issue of
foreigners living in
the EU remains.

Declarations, Announcements

Exponential rise in the
association of crime with
“illegal” immigration

The disparity of practices
in the field of asylum is
already regretted at this point:
only harmonization will make
it possible to prevent “the
policy of a member state
from negatively affecting that
of others”.

EVENTS

1. First step towards (art. 7A) a space without internal borders, ensuring the free movement of goods, capital and people.

The Commission justifies
this postponement
through the wish to
“reconcile the requirements of the mobility of
[European] people with
the need to control
international crime and
to reduce immigration”.

1999

Creation of the Sangatte centre for migrants in Pas-deCalais, France). This camp will serve as a point of passage
for between 63,000 and 80,000 people, first Kosovans, then
Kurds, Iraqis, Afghans, and others, heading for the UK.
A draft ILO report and then a study by the
Population Department of the UN estimate
Europe’s need for migrants at 70 million
during the first 50 years of the century.

Setting up of working groups to
prevent the opening of borders
affecting internal security

Proposal by the Commission for a Directive on
asylum “Procedures”

It will take over five years for
the rights of asylum seekers
to be set on an increasingly
restrictive basis.

It applies to 12 member states.

Schengen
Convention

Maastricht Treaty

1985 1986

As a provider of development aid, the EU imposes the
principle of a readmission clause applying to their
nationals on ACP countries, and envisages extending it
to migrants who have passed through their territory.

EU summit

Resolution “on limitations of
admission of third-country
nationals for employment”

(Implementation of the 1985 agreement)

1979

Cotonou Agreement
between the EU and 79 ACP
(Africa Caribbean Pacific) countries

Amsterdam Treaty
(implementation: 1999-2004)

London

Establishment of the
European Community (EC)

1948

Treaty, agreements, programmes, conventions

Amsterdam Treaty
comes into force

Dublin Convention

member states

Schengen
Convention

Tampere

- On “safe countries”
- On notions of “manifestly
unfounded” [asylum] applica tions and “deliberate fraud”
against asylum
- Restricting family reunion and
the entry of workers

Single European Act

It provides “transfer request [to a third State] if
it appears that a person, before seeking asylum,
had close ties to [the] State.” However, “a
country can not refuse to grant asylum on the
sole ground that the refugee could apply for
asylum elsewhere” (30th session)

LEGAL FRAMEWORK

2000

55 Chinese
who died of asphyxia are
discovered in Dover (UK) in a
lorry that came from the
Netherlands.
Over ten years, the number of
deaths at the border has
increased from a few dozen to
several hundreds per year.

The conclusion that Europe will need more
migrants is the signal for numerous statements
in favour of a revival of immigration. Italian
and Irish authorities voice this opinion.

The context of
unemployment
leads EU member
states to set aside
a policy of “active
immigration”.

The EU heads of state pretend to be
moved, to the point where commentators criticize their “crocodile tears”.
Later, an NGO will say: “The state and
smugglers are objectively allies.”

Declarations, Announcements
The French interior
minister, Charles Pasqua,
announces: “The goal that
we set ourselves,
considering the
seriousness of the
economic situation, is to
head towards zero
immigration.”

EVENTS

European Commissioner Vitorino
pleads for a Directive to set “minimum
standards for a managed migration”
and calls for “new legal procedures to
allow migrants to enter Europe”.

Commission President
Romano Prodi calls for an end
to setting immigration policies
“with emotions as a starting
point”, and explains: “We
need immigrants, but they will
have to be chosen, controlled
and bound to a place”, (scelti,
controllati e collocati). It is
the birth of the slogan of
“chosen immigration”.

Source: Alain Morice (2012) A Critical Chronology of European Migration Policies, available in four
languages (English, Spanish, French and Italian) on the website of Migreurop: www.migreurop.org

LEGAL
FRAMEWORK

The Hague Programme (implementation: 2005-2010)

Creating an area of “freedom, justice and security” (FJS) around
two approaches: promoting a common policy and developing the
external dimension of immigration and asylum policy3.

Schengen
Convention

Treaty, agreements, programmes, conventions

Decision on
“internal asylum”

Directives, regulations, resolutions (meetings)

Seville
Sri Lanka

LEGAL FRAMEWORK

EU summit
Readmission agreement between the EU
and the countries shown (the date of the Official Journal)

Extraordinary meeting of
the European Council on
the situation in the
Mediterranean

Start of the “European Neighbourhood Policy” (ENP)

Co-management of borders with neighbouring countries (especially to
the east) for surveillance, information exchange and training of officers.
The Council asks the
Commission to define the
mechanisms of co-operation
to strengthen the control of
external borders and
eventually to create common
services.
Laeken

Directive aimed at
carriers travelling by air,
sea and land

Heavy financial penalties are
introduced against carriers that
transport people whose
documents are not in order
towards the EU.

Postpones, without
clearly rejecting it, the
British proposal to set
up centres to process
asylum applications
outside of the EU’s
borders.

Sets two main goals:
- absolute priority for the
plan to fight illegal
immigration
- from now on, development aid will depend on
the goodwill that countries
of emigration will display
in stopping departures
towards Europe and in
readmitting their
nationals.

European Regulation
creating a body of “immigration liaison officers”

These officers from member
states will be deployed to
«assist» their colleagues in the
airports of emigration countries.

After three years of
discussion on a project that
was initially liberal, some very
restrictive rules will frame the
right to family life.

- Setting of minimum standards
for receiving asylum seekers
- Countries are free to limit
applicants’ movements and
access to employment

Dublin II
Regulation

The camp
of Sangatte
is closed.

9/11 attacks in
New York

The East Sea, carrying
around 910 “illegals”
runs aground on a
beach near Fréjus
(France)

Events

Secret agreement between
Switzerland and Senegal, which
makes a commitment to accept,
receiving indemnity payments, any
Africans returned to its territory.
The deal will not be struck after
news of it is reported

Certain member states,
including the UK and
Spain, call for sanctions
against countries that
pose a migration threat.
France and Germany
oppose this.
French minister Sarkozy
announces the closure
of the camp in Sangatte.
French-British negotiations
about the fate of the camp’s
residents

Some States will
repeatedly recall that
the policy of allowing
the entry of foreign
workers must fall
within each country’s
sovereignty.

The interior ministers
decide to establish a
European border guard
force. Its duties and

Attacks in
Madrid

Declarations, Announcements

It calls for the need to
“share the burden” of
refugees and to keep them
as close as possible to
their departure points.

EVENTS

The German interior
minister relaunches a
proposal to create camps to
examine asylum applications at the EU’s gates.
Libya threatens to flood the
EU with Africans present in
its territory.
Joint declaration by
German and Italian interior
ministers on the need for
co-operation with Libya.
In Tripoli, Berlusconi
declares that he is in
favour of “reception
centres”

(Rapid Border Intervention Team) Allows the
urgent deployment of
border guards from
different member states
when there is a risk of a
“mass influx” of
migrants.
Montenegro
Serbia

A European Parliament
Resolution severely
criticizes the
functioning of the
Dublin II system.

Friendship and co-op-

Moldova eration treaty between
Bosnia-H.

Italy and Libya

The Europe-Africa summit
opens in Tripoli (Libya)
It is attended by 80 officials
from both continents5.
The EU signs a co-operation agreement with Libya
to fight illegal immigration
and "strengthening" the
rights of refugees, and 50
million euros are allocated by
the EU to Libya for this

Between collective
expulsions and Qadafi’s
visit to Rome, the Italian
parliament adopts a law
that creates an “offence of
[‘illegal’] immigration and
residence”.

Greece-Turkey
Agreement
Return to Turkey
of irregular
migrants

The Egyptian police opens fire on
2,000 Sudanese refugees crowded
outside the UNHCR offices in Cairo.
Frontex coordinates
maritime interception
operations along the
west and north African
coasts: Hera (Canary
Islands) and Nautilus
(Malta and Sicily).

2008

2007
Seven Tunisian
fishers who rescued
44 people in
distress dock in
Italy, where they
are imprisoned and
prosecuted for
“assisting illegal
immigration”.

Death of three
young Chechen
girls who got lost
in the Polish
mountains after
crossing them, in
the hope of
reaching
Slovakia.

Events
Through this “historic”
treaty, Italy accepts to
“pay damages” to Libya
for its 30-year colonization from 1911 onwards.
Italy commits to paying
Libya $5 billion in
investments over 25
years, that is, 250 million
euros per year
Silvio Berlusconi: “In this
way we will have more oil
and fewer illegals.”

The French interior
minister Sarkozy frames
his new draft law under
the message of “immigration that is chosen and no
longer suffered”.

Senegalese president Wade
announces the introduction of
a “REVA” programme for the
reintegration of migrants sent
back from Europe. He will
make readmission dependent
on the payment of financial
compensation by the EU.
Before the French Senate,
European Commissioner
Frattini states that the
negotiation of readmission
agreements is difficult as, in
spite of their being theoretically reciprocal, “it is clear
that, in practice, they basically
serve the Community’s
interests”. He mentions the
need for the EU to find some
“carrots”, that is, “incentives
that are powerful enough to
obtain the cooperation of the
concerned third country”.

1. (2005) States may detain applicants in special facilities. Asylum requests may not result in the right to reside in the country. Exceptional procedures are envisaged: rejection of manifestly
unfounded applications, fast-track and priority procedures. Among the criteria for rejection, notions of “safe countries of origin”, “first countries of asylum” and “safe third countries” are placed
in the spotlight. The right to an effective appeal clashes with the fact that this does not suspend deportation.
2. (2005) Spain commits to exchange readmission agreements for the opening of its employment market with quotas for migrants from the concerned countries (Africa Plan 1). The EC
approach is based on work in partnership with third countries, co-development and the fight against illegal immigration.
3. (2004) Issues related to security will be predominant. The principle that the issue of the immigration of workers falls within the competency of each member state is recalled.

on a common management
of migration flows. The
agreement allows the
deportation of irregular
migrants arriving from
Libya as well as support for
the country to set up
preventive patrols6.

Reinforcement and widening
of Frontex’s role and
operational capacities: the
agency will now be able to
acquire its own equipment.

In the European Court
of Human Rights
(ECHR), 17 judges agree
unanimously on
collective expulsions.

The EU signs a
co-operation
agreement with
Iraq7.

Agreement
between Italy
and Libya on
illegal
immigration is
publicized.

Amendment of Frontex
regulation, after the
Council of the EU and the
European Parliament
Georgia reached a compromise.

Pakistan

Ukraine

2006

Agreement between
the Italian government
and the Libyan NTC

Macedonia

Russia

Over ten people shot dead during
attempts to cross the border
fences in Ceuta and Melilla,
Spanish enclaves in northern
Morocco. Moroccan authorities
summon the media, then deport
sub-Saharans to the desert.

Overall, in spite of
efforts by the
Commission, member
states will ignore the
Green Paper. Each
member state’s
sovereignty in the
field of immigration
linked to employment
is reaffirmed.

The Pact calls for the negotiation of
readmission agreements to be pursued,
“both at a Community and bilateral level”.
Paris
Commission communication
“on circular migration and
Algeria
introduces
the
mobility partnerships
crime of illegal emigration.
between the EU and third
This measure seeks to
countries”.
blocks the mass departure
of harragas (migrants).
“RABIT” Regulation

president subordinates his
wish to control Libya’s
borders to the EU’s
economic co-operation

2005

In violation of international law,
Italy organizes collective returns
of migrants to Africa.

“Returns” Directive, referred to as

“shameful” It sets out conditions for the
prior detention and removal of foreigners.

The Council adopts the European
Pact on immigration and asylum.

African Union-EU
summit on migration
and development in
Tripoli The Libyan

1

Cap Anamur case: 37 African
refugees rescued by a
German humanitarian boat off
the coast of Africa are initially
rejected by Malta and Italy.

The German and Italian
interior ministers re-launch
the British proposal [cf.
Feb. and June 2003] and
invite the EU to create and
manage “immigration
platforms”, or “processing
centres”, in order to screen
migrants and asylum
seekers outside of the EU.

UNHCR launches an
operation named
“Convention Plus”,
questioning the
Geneva Convention.

Adoption of an “action plan”
that binds “co-development”
to the joint fight against
irregular migration.

Directive on asylum

2004

The UNHCR proposes
The UK proposes to set up
transit and screening centres the creation of
for asylum candidates outside “reception centres” at
the EU’s internal
of the EU’s territory.
UNHCR expresses its interest, then borders, aiming to
“relieve congestion in
rejects the idea.
the asylum systems”

intervention capability will soon
be deemed insufficient.

The Commission declares that the
fight against terrorism has
become a priority: as a result of
this, the legislative process on
European migration policy must be
reviewed.

1st Euro-African
“Migration and
Development” conference in Rabat

“procedures”
(comes into force)
Sri Lanka
The European
Unified database (of
Parliament severely
fingerprints) for the
Albania
condemns Italy over its
purpose of making the
collective expulsions.
Dublin II Regulation
Council Regulation
enforceable
creating “Frontex” (European
Agency for the Management of
HongOperational Co-operation at the External
Kong
Borders of the Member States of the EU)
Macao

Start of dialogue, secret at
first and then open, between
the EU and Libya.

From now on,
terrorism and
migration will be
closely linked in
public discourse.

Conference of the interior
ministers of the western
Mediterranean (CIMO),
termed “5 + 5”, in Nice,
under Sarkozy’s presidency.

From now on, decisions on
border controls, asylum and
immigration (except for access
to employment) will be adopted
by qualified majority voting.

Eurodac Regulation

2003

2002

2001

Brussels

The Commission
publishes a Green
Paper on migrant
workers, “on an EU
approach to
managing economic
migration.”

The Nice Treaty (2001)
comes into force:
co-decision principle (EU
Commission and Parliament).

“Family reunion”
Directive

“Reception” Directive

Member states fail to
define a common policy
for the admission of
migrant workers

undertaken during the first conference in July 20062.

Thessaloniki

Seville

Failure to agree an
“Employment” Directive

Euro-African migration-development conference
in Paris entitled “Rabat II”, it continues work

The European Council (EC)
approves a “comprehensive
approach” on migration2.

Declarations
Announcements
The Commissioner in charge
of the EPN states:
“Countries (…) in the
neighbourhood are
interested in facilitatiing the
issuing of visas as well as
the prospects of temporary
legal migration, but the EU
also has some expectations
concerning readmission and
international protection.”

2009

EVENTS

Widespread popular
revolt in Libya.

Starting point for a
campaign to dismantle
camps and enact mass
expulsions of Romanian
and Bulgarian Roma
people.

Deadly
shipwreck off
the Libyan
coast.
467 migrants are stopped
at sea by the Italian navy
and repatriated to Libya
without their situation as
regards the right to
asylum being examined –
that is, illegally.3

In a letter to the Commission
President signed by 82 NGOs
from 20 countries, the
Migreurop network expresses
its concern over the lack of
transparency in the
negotiation and implementation of Community
readmission agreements.

Italian and European
authorities announce
the deployment of joint
patrols involving
Libyan coastguards to
put an end to this sort
of tragedy.

On presenting its “Africa Plan
2009-2012”, Spain calls for
migration controls and
announces the delivery to
Mauritania of a military
aircraft to strengthen coastal
surveillance. This is in
addition to previous gifts (4
patrol boats and a helicopter).

President Qadafi is received with great pomp by the Italian
government, which calls upon EU countries to provide a
joint response to the problems of illegal immigration.

Turkey

2011

2010

Nearly 30,000 people land
in Lampedusa from Tunisia
after the fall of dictator
Ben Ali.

170 Frontex border
guards (RABIT) from all
the EU countries are at
work on the Greek
-Turkish border.

It is announced that the EU is
negotiating a review of Article
13 of the Cotonou agreements
(cf. June 2000): an ACP
country will now have to prove
that an expellable person is
not its national, otherwise the
expulsion will be lawful. In this
way, readmission agreements
could be avoided.
The UNHCR demands
that Dublin II should
not be applied “when
a state faces
particular pressures
that its asylum
system cannot
manage”.

President Sarkozy publicly
rails against “the conduct
of some Travellers and
Roma”.

The Brussels Summit
evokes “the possibility
of regularly chartering
flights for joint returns
financed by the
Frontex agency”.

Commissioner
Malström welcomes
this agreement
– she estimates that
1.5 million “illegals”
are waiting in Libya
to travel to Europe.

2012
In the course of the year, the
Choucha camp has hosted
tens of thousands of people
fleeing the war in Libya.

Since January 2011, more
than 1,500 migrants have
died in the Mediterranean,
according to UNHCR.

Libya threatens not to
co-operate in the fight against
“irregular” immigration any
longer if the EU continues to
“encourage” demonstrators.

The Oloferne
schooner sets sail
from Cecina for
Sicily and Tunisia.

The European Ombudsman, informed of
Frontex’s abusive
practices by several NGOs
which emphasized the
“growing concern of civil
society”, launches an
inquiry into this agency.

The president of the French
Office for Immigration and
Integration (OFII) deems that
the agreements between the EU The Greek government
and Libya “must be respected
announces the
regardless of the regime”.
construction of 30 closed
reception centres for
Around 100 organizations from irregular migrants, with a
Europe, Africa and Turkey
capacity of 1,000 each.
issue an “Appeal for a
humanitarian intervention by
the European Union in the
Mediterranean”.
Dispute between the
French and Italian
authorities. The Italians
are giving residence
permits to Tunisian exiles
who want to go to France.

Migreurop launches
a call for a flotilla in
the Mediterranean.

The FIDH and
Migreurop
denounces the
“hounding of
migrants” and the
“clean-up of
illegals”, as well as
ill-treatment in the
camps, xenophobia, forced labour
and the lack of
legal protection.

The UNHCR office in Athens
deplores the “humanitarian”
crisis affecting migrants,
particularly in camps4.

1. Among other things, this treaty decides: a reinforced joint action against "illegal" immigration, the establishment of an electronic surveillance system for Libyan sea borders,
50% of which would be financed by Italy (i.e., around $500 million) and the other 50% by the EU.
2. The implementation of the European Neighbourhood Policy (ENP) and readmission agreements are at the core of discussions.
3. The number of expelled people will reach 2,000 in September.
4. It notes that the Greek government claims it no longer controls the situation, neither on land, nor on the islands of the Aegean Sea.
5. Qadafi ups the stakes: he demands “at least five billion euros per year” from the EU to stop illegal immigration, otherwise “Libya will no longer act as Europe’s border guard”.
6. Italian decree-law extending the maximum length of detention to 18 months, in line with what is authorized by the “shameful directive”.
7. Among other things, allows the readmission of Iraqis present illegally in EU and resolves to open negotiations for a readmission agreement applicable to Iraqis, third-country
nationals and the stateless.

